
GL Series 
LED Highbay/Lowbay Luminaire
Applications include warehouses, factories and retail.

Specification Features
Construction
Two piece marine-grade aluminum die-cast housings are secured 
together with six (6) stainless steel fasteners on top housing.  Both housing 
components have vents cast into the outer part of the housings to pro-
vided airflow for superior thermal management improving the efficiency 
of the LEDs and extending their life.  One piece formed silicone gasket 
provides water-tight and dust-tight seal for IP68 listing.

LED MCPCB is attached to the bottom casting heat sink with a silicon base 
interface pad providing a high degree of thermal conductivity.

Mounting
Luminaire has four (4) heavy-duty stainless steel eyebolts securely screwed 
into top casting of the luminaire.  Steel chain(by others) or aircraft cable 
(by others) may be used to position luminaire at proper height.  Chain or 
cable is secured to ceiling or girders with appropriate hardware by others). 
Certain applications may require different mounting hardware by others.

Optics
A one-piece injection molded lens assembly has individual four-sided lens 
segments for each LED in the specified beam angle including a medium  
(M) and wide (W) distributions.  Reflector assembly is coated with a high 
grade specular material providing high efficiency and excellent light 
control with excellent uniformity.  Luminaire is IDA approved Dark Sky 
Friendly with zero uplight beyond 90° zone.

Electrical
Constant current driver is 120-277V and has a >0.95% high efficiency 
rating.  Driver has short circuit, over current and over voltage(4kV surge) 
protection built in.  Normal operating range is -40°C to 70°C and thermal 
protection will shut down the driver and driver will recover automatically 
after the temperature returns to <75°C.  Driver is mounted to the top 
casting with a torsion bracket providing a positive heat sink.  A six(6) foot 
3-wire power cord passes thru a water-tight connector in the top casting 
to facilitate wiring into a junction box provided by others.

 
Finish
The castings undergo a five stage intensive pretreatment process where 
they are thoroughly cleaned, phosphated and sealed.  A high quality 
polyester powder coating provides excellent salt and humidity resistance 
as well as ultra violet resistance for color retention.

Listings and Ratings
U.L. 1598/8750 listed; IP68 rated. Tested to IESNA LM-79-08 and LM-80 
test standards at 25° C ambient.  IES files are available at www.eyelighting.
com/GLSeries.

Warranty
5 Year Limited LED Luminaire Warranty to the original purchaser that the 
luminaire shall be free from defects in material and workmanship for up 
to five (5) years from date of shipment.  This limited warranty covers the 
fixture, LED driver and LEDs when installed and operated according to 
manufacturer’s instructions. See EYE Lighting’s full Warranty and Terms & 
Condition of Sale at www.eyelighting.com.
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Order Guide SAMPLE NUMBER: GLC-100-407-M-U-DG

FAMILY MOUNTING WATTAGE CCT CRI DISTRIBUTION VOLTAGE FINISH

GL C = Chain 100 40 = 4000K 7 = 70 M = Medium 60° U = 120-277V DG = Dark Gray

 120  W = Wide 110°   
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Chain by others  >
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GL Series 
LED Highbay/Lowbay Luminaire

Photometrics

Dimensions

SIDE VIEWTOP VIEW

Hang the luminaire onto
each swivel bracket.
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Hang the chain 
with the swivel 
brackets in 
sequence.

Insert rooting screws on the designated
mounting location, buckle swivel shackle
on the rooting screws.

Please connect the luminaire AC cord

(Junction should be prepared by user)
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Grid Spacing : 12’ Mtg Ht = 25’
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GL 150W, 65° Beam, 13005 Lumens
 Zone  Lumens  % Lamp
 0-30  8091  61
 0-40 11692  89
 0-60  12932  98
 0-90  13005  99
 90-120  0  0
 90-150  0  0
 90-180  0  0
 0-180  13005  99

Grid Spacing : 10’ Mtg Ht = 20’
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GL 150W, 120° Beam, 15653 Lumens
 Zone  Lumens  % Lamp
 0-30  4856  31
 0-40  8503  54
 0-60  15044  95
 0-90  15653  99
 90-120  0  0
 90-150  0  0
 90-180  0  0
 0-180  15653  99

Chain or aircraft cable by others  >

WEIGHT  21 lbs.
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